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Abstract

I study the cyclical behavior of an equilibrium search model with endogenous
job creation and destruction and extract from it a wage equation that can be
compared with the econometric evidence. Job creation in the model is influenced
by wages in new matches. I summarize microeconometric evidence on wages in new
matches and show that the key model elasticities are consistent with the evidence.
Therefore sticky wages is not the answer to the unemployment volatility puzzle.
I discuss some alternative mechanisms that can increase volatility, in particular
extensions of the model and alternative driving mechanisms.

Employment relationships in the search and matching model command monopoly
rents that are shared between the firm and the worker by a wage contract. The most
common wage contract found in the literature is derived from Nash, and yields a wage
rate that is a linear combination of the productivity of the match and the worker’s returns
from nonmarket activities and search. Because the imputed returns from nonmarket
activities (leisure and home production) are less cyclical than labor productivity, this
wage rate is also less cyclical than labor productivity - and consequently employment is
more cyclical than in a competitive market-clearing model.1

∗The Walras-Bowley lecture, North American Summer Meetings of the Econometric Society, Duke
University, June 2007. I am grateful to Per Krusell, Rachel Ngai, Michael Reiter, Christian Haefke,
Gary Solon for comments and to Pedro Gomes for his research assistance. Partial funding for this study
was provided by the Centre for Economic Performance, a designated research centre of the ESRC.

1Pissarides (1985). In Pissarides (1987) the model was extended to show the consistency between
the cyclical fluctuations in unemployment and the constant unemployment rate in growth equilibrium,
in response to temporary and permanent productivity shocks.
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The key control variable that delivers this result is the firm’s job creation decision
and the implied transition out of unemployment. Evidence by, among others, Davis
and Haltiwanger (1992) and Darby, Haltiwanger and Plant (1986) showed that there is
also substantial cyclical volatility in job destruction and the entry into unemployment.
Mortensen and Pissarides (1994) extended the search and matching model to explain
optimal job destruction and showed that the Nash wage equation combined with pro-
ductivity shocks could also generate cyclical dynamics in job destruction and the entry
into unemployment.
The question that I take up in this paper is about the quantitative power of this

model. Shimer (2005a), in an influential paper, showed that under common parameter
choices the model did not have enough power to generate the observed cyclical volatil-
ity in its key variable, the ratio of job vacancies to unemployment (“tightness”).2 The
model’s mechanism could be strengthened by choosing “unconventional” parameter val-
ues, in particular a very high value of nonmarket returns. Hagedorn and Manovskii
(2006) have shown that if nonmarket returns are about 95% of market returns for the
typical worker, the model has enough power to generate the observed cyclical volatility
in tightness. But as Costain and Reiter (2005) note, in a paper that anticipated to
some extent both the Shimer (2005a) critique and the Hagedorn and Manovskii (2006)
response, if nonmarket returns are high the model runs into another difficulty. The re-
sponse of unemployment to labor market policy, in particular unemployment insurance,
is too large.3

I call the failure of the model to match the observed volatility of unemployment the
unemployment volatility puzzle. It is important, in selecting the right model to study
this puzzle, to be clear which unemployment (or employment) variable we are studying.
Unemployment in this paper is the conventionally defined rate of unemployment, the
ratio of unemployed workers to all labor force participants. I argue (in section 1) that
to a good approximation one can study the volatility of this variable by ignoring the
movements of workers in and out of the labor force and focus on the transitions between
employment and unemployment. But I will also argue that it is important to endoge-

2The model was incorporated into the conventional real business cycle model with success, in the
sense that it replicated the standard results obtained for the macro aggregates and in addition it
improved the model’s performance with respect to employment. See Langot (1995), Merz (1995),
Andolfatto (1976) and den Haan, Ramey and Watson (2000). See also Cole and Rogerson (1999). But
none of these papers explicitly addressed the issue of unemployment volatility.

3See the discussion by Hornstein, Krusell and Violante (2005) and Mortensen and Nagypal (2006),
both of which also survey other contributions to this literature.
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nize both transitions in and out of unemployment. There is ample evidence that both
transitions contribute to its cyclical volatility, with the outflow roughly twice as impor-
tant as the inflow. The literature has focused mainly on the cyclical volatility of job
creation (which delivers the outflow), either ignoring variations in job destruction and
separations or treating them as exogenous and subject to cyclical shocks.4 I show that
volatility in job separations translates directly into unemployment volatility whatever
its source. But whether it influences job creation or not depends critically on whether it
is endogenous or exogenous. Endogenous job destruction along the lines of Mortensen
and Pissarides (1984) does not impact on job creation, whereas exogenous job separation
shocks of the kind analyzed by Yashiv (2006) and Mortensen and Nagypal (2006) have a
big negative impact on job creation. The reason for the difference is that in the case of
optimal job destruction only jobs whose net productivity is close to zero are destroyed,
whereas in the case of exogenous shocks all jobs, however far they are from the reserva-
tion productivity margin, have an equal probability of destruction. This difference turns
out to be crucial in the dynamics of labor market tightness.
The main response of the literature to the unemployment volatility puzzle was to

study more closely the type of wage contract used in the model. Because of the frictions
that characterize search equilibrium, there are many “rational” wage outcomes that
are consistent with the assumptions of the model. The Nash solution that is commonly
adopted is only one of them. If Nash implied too much volatility in wages, an alternative
may reduce the response of wages to the cyclical shocks and so increase the volatility of
unemployment.
Hall (2005a) showed that fixing wages completely within the bounds of indeterminacy

implied by the model’s bilateral monopoly yields too much unemployment volatility.
Therefore, it should be possible to find less sticky wage contracts that exactly match the
observed volatility. Hall and Milgrom (2006) suggest one such contract. They adopt the
sequential bargaining approach of Binmore, Rubinstein and Wolinski (1986) but instead
of assuming that in the event of failure to agree on a wage offer the firm and worker
abandon negotiations altogether and rejoin search, which is underlying the Nash solution,
they assume that each party makes credible delaying threats. Other reasons for wage
stickiness within the framework of the model include asymmetric information about key

4The motivation for the recent focus on job creation came from empirical papers on the relative
significance of unemployment flows, especially Shimer (2005b) and Hall (2005b). For examples of
papers that study the impact of exogenous job destruction shocks see Yashiv (2006) and Mortensen and
Nagypal (2006).
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parameters and the use of wages as signalling devices for the state of productivity.5

Wage stickiness is a traditional hunting ground for macroeconomists looking for a
solution to the puzzle of excess employment volatility. Time series evidence, starting with
the famous Keynes-Tarshis-Dunlop controversy, appeared to justify the interest in wage
stickiness.6 The search and matching model has one big advantage over the competitive
market-clearing model when it comes to wage stickiness: it is immune of Barro’s (1977)
critique that in a rational equilibrium wage stickiness should not cause employment
volatility. But ultimately, whether wage stickiness is the answer to excess volatility or
not depends on the consistency between the model and the empirical evidence. There is
now a large econometric literature that sheds light on the cyclical behavior of wages. I
examine the findings of this literature in the context of the search and matching model.
In the search and matching model, the timing of wage payments during the job’s

tenure is not important for job creation. It is the expected productivity and cost of
labor in new matches that drives job creation. I argue that the model’s Nash wage
equation should therefore be compared with wages in new matches, which are a good
proxy for the expected cost of labor.7 I summarize the empirical evidence about the
cyclicality of wages in new matches and find that the model’s Nash wage equation gets
it about right: there is as much cyclicality in the empirical wage equations for new jobs
as in the simple wage equation derived in the canonical model.
I conclude that wage stickiness is not the answer to the unemployment volatility

puzzle. The Nash wage equation implies too much cyclical volatility for the wages
of ongoing employment relationships, but this cyclicality is irrelevant for job creation;
getting rid of it will not increase the model’s unemployment volatility. Some small
extensions to the model, such as the introduction of endogenous search intensity and
noncyclical hiring and firing costs, can increase unemployment volatility, but not enough.
In order to match the observed volatility the model requires stronger incentives for job
creation and I briefly discuss some alternatives. The introduction of demand shocks, by
assuming for example monopolistic output markets, is a particularly promising avenue,
because it can increase the incentives for job creation without having much impact on
the relation between productivity and wages.

5See for example Kennan (2006), Menzio (2005), Brugemann and Moscarini (2007) and for related
discussions Shimer (2004), Gertler and Trigari (2007), Mortensen and Nagypal (2006), Horstein, Krusell
and Violante (2005) and Yashiv (2007).

6See Brandolini (1995) and Abraham and Haltiwanger (1995) for surveys of the time series evidence.
7This point was also independently made by Haefke, Sonntag and van Rens (2007).
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In the remainder to this paper I first study some issues in the dynamic evolution of
unemployment, in particular the role of movements in and out of the labor force and flows
between employment and unemployment (section 1). Following this, I derive the key
cyclical elasticities of tightness and wages from a canonical search and matching model
with endogenous job finding and job separations (sections 2 and 3). I then survey the
econometric evidence on wages and show that it does not lend support to wage stickiness
as the cause of unemployment volatility (section 4). I finally discuss the implications of
my findings for wage modeling and for the cyclical dynamics of unemployment (sections
5 and 6)

1 Employment, unemployment, inactivity and the
dynamics of unemployment

I will argue that for the rate of unemployment it is reasonable to focus attention on the
transitions between employment and unemployment, and ignore the transitions between
the labor force and inactivity. For other variables, especially for the rate of employment
out of the population of working age, ignoring inactivity may not be so reasonable
(Veracierto, 2004, Fujita and Ramey, 2006).
Changes in the rate of inactivity do exhibit some cyclicality. Figure 1 shows the

cyclical components of employment, unemployment and inactivity, all divided by the
population 16 years and over. Employment and unemployment are more cyclical than
inactivity is. The standard deviations of annual observations are 0.54 for employment,
0.44 for unemployment and 0.18 for inactivity. The correlation between the employ-
ment and unemployment cycles is −0.95, the one between inactivity and unemployment
is 0.45, and the one between employment and inactivity −0.69. But the cyclicality of
inactivity is not important if attention is focused on the unemployment rate. By defin-
ition the unemployment rate is u = U/L, where U and L are respectively the ratios of
unemployment and the labor force (the sum of employment and unemployment) to the
population over 16. Taking logs and re-writing the equation in deviations from means,
squaring them and taking expected values, yields the following approximation in the
variances:8

σ2u = σ2U − 2ρULσUσL + σ2L. (1)

8The variances and covariances shown are the ones for the cyclical component of the logs, quarterly
data for 1948-2006, obtained by applying an HP filter to the original data with parameter 1600.
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The three terms on the right-hand side are, respectively and in percentage terms,
1.94,−0.016 and 0.0015. So if it is assumed that σL = 0 we are still capturing 98%
of the variance of log u, a simplification worth making.
Next, I ask, how are the changes in the stock of unemployment related to the flows

in and out of unemployment? Generally, the unemployment rate changes during some
short time interval either because the inherited flows in and out of unemployment are not
equal to each other, or because one or both flows change. Let fi be the instantaneous rate
at which a typical worker moves from employment to unemployment at some time t, and
fo the instantaneous rate at which a worker moves from unemployment to employment.
Ignoring all other flows, in continuous time the unemployment rate evolves according to

u̇ = fi(1− u)− fou. (2)

If fi and fo remain constant for a sufficiently long time unemployment converges to the
steady-state rate,

u =
fi

fi + fo
. (3)

With quarterly data on unemployment stocks and flows, constructed under the as-
sumption that fi and fo are constant during the quarter, the unemployment rate obtained
from (3) is virtually indistinguishable from the actual unemployment rate.9 The com-
puted instantaneous transition rates are sufficiently large that the unemployment rate
practically converges to the underlying steady-state rate within the quarter. I therefore
use (3) as my unemployment equation. I first use it to do some “unemployment ac-
counting”, to uncover the contribution of the inflow and outflow rates to the dynamic
evolution of unemployment.
In principle, this exercise should be straightforward but it has attracted some contro-

versy because of the non-linearity of (3) and the cyclical correlation between the inflow
and outflow rates. In Pissarides (1986) I derived two unemployment rates for Great
Britain from (3). The first was traced by holding the inflow rate constant to its value
at the start of the sample and letting the outflow rate take its actual values, and the
second was traced by holding the outflow constant at its initial value and letting the
inflow take its actual values. The constant-inflow unemployment rate turned out to be
very close to the actual unemployment rate, whereas the constant-outflow rate bore no

9See Shimer (2005b), where quarterly time series data are also available for downloading,
http://robert.shimer.googlepages.com/flows.
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relation to the actual series. I concluded that unemployment in Britain was driven by
the outflow rate.10

Shimer’s (2005b) calculations for post-war US flows followed a similar methodol-
ogy and he reached a similar conclusion, although he also found some role for the
employment-unemployment transition and the unemployment-inactivity transition. His
findings contrast with earlier work by Darby, Haltiwanger and Plant (1986), which
reached the exact opposite conclusion. Hall (2005b), comparing the volatility of the
inflow and outflow rates, concluded that the volatility in unemployment is explained
entirely by changes in the outflow rate. His explanation of the virtual stability of the
inflow rate is that although the layoff rate increases in recessions, the quit rate de-
creases to offset its impact on the overall entry rate. But as Davis (2005) points out,
this does not necessarily negate any contribution of the inflow rate to the dynamics
of unemployment. Data on the composition of unemployment show that the share of
short-duration unemployment increases in the first few months of recession but falls
as the recession progresses. Another factor pointing to the cyclical importance of the
employment-unemployment transition is that new unemployment insurance claims are
strongly counter-cyclical. Despite such evidence, however, Hall’s and Shimer’s conclu-
sions provided the motivation for the use of models with constant job destruction rate
by the majority of recent researchers.
A simple decomposition of unemployment changes can shed some light on the rel-

ative contribution of the inflow and outflow rates to the unemployment cycle. Log-
differentiation of (3) gives,

d lnu = (1− u)(d ln fi − d ln fo). (4)

Figure 2 shows the two series for the log change in the flow rates. There is variability in
both, although the outflow rate fluctuates more. As in (1), interpreting the differentials
as deviations from means and taking expected values of their squares yields

σ2u = (1− u)2(σ2i − 2ρioσiσo + σ2o). (5)

The three terms inside the brackets in (5) are, respectively, 0.0056, 0.01 and 0.014, so
the outflow rate contributes the most, the covariance term second, and the inflow third.
Given the high correlation between the two rates (ρio = −0.574), there is clearly a
10There is some preliminary evidence that the dynamics of British unemployment flows have changed

since the mid-1980s, with more volatility in the outflow rate experienced in more recent cycles.
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need of a model that can explain both the variances and the covariance between the
two rates. The variance of the inflow rate is about 40% of the variance of the outflow,
so ignoring the covariance, the relative contribution of the two rates in (4) is about
30 : 70. This decomposition corresponds roughly to the one found by Braun, De Bock
and DiCecio (2006) in structural VARs, in which they report that the dynamics in the
unemployment rate are driven by “up to one third” by the inflow rate. Mortensen and
Nagypal (2006) also claim that the contribution of the inflow rate is “about a third”,
whereas Elsby, Michaels and Solon (2007), who re-examined Shimer’s claims about the
relative importance of the inflow and outflow rates by making use of the decomposition
in (4), concluded that the contribution of the inflow and outflow rates until very recent
recessions was of the order of 35 : 65.11

The recent literature has either ignored the inflow rate when studying the dynamics
of unemployment, or treated shocks to the inflow rate as one of the exogenous forces
driving changes in the outflow rate. Thus, Mortensen and Nagypal (2006), in their
preferred decomposition, assume that the outflow rate is driven by two shocks, common
productivity and common separations shocks. They give them their sample variances
and covariance to arrive at the conclusion that (in their version of the model) they jointly
explain about two thirds of the standard deviation of the vacancy-unemployment ratio.
Shimer (2005a) rejects shocks to the separation rate as an explanation for fluctuations in
unemployment because they violate the Beveridge curve, a feature that is not present in
Mortensen’s and Nagypal’s version of the model. As I pointed out in the Introduction,
exogenous separation shocks have very different effects in the model from endogenous
changes in separations, a point to which I will return after the description of the model.

2 The canonical model with endogenous job destruc-
tion

Agent decisions are made with full awareness of the future path of variables. Vacancy
creation and reservation (acceptance) values are jump variables but employment and
unemployment are state variables. Wages in the canonical model are also jump variables.
The objective of the exercise is to compare the second moments of the endogenous

11In contrast to these claims, Fujita and Ramey (2006) find that the driving force of fluctuations in
employment is the separations rate. This is in line with the job flows literature (e.g., Davis, Haltiwanger
and Schuh, 1996). The important difference between their work and ours is that they are interested in
employment volatility, not in unemployment-rate volatility.
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variables, in particular unemployment, vacancies and wages, with the second moment of
labor productivity, the canonical model’s driving force. But because the matching flows
are large, and there is a lot of persistence in productivity when compared with the speed
at which unemployment approaches its steady state, there is no loss of generality if we
set up the model in continuous time and compare steady states at different realizations
of labor productivity.
Decisions take place as follows. At any time t the economy inherits employment

1− u and unemployment u. Each employed position is characterized by productivity px
and a wage rate w(x), with p > 0 a proportional economy-wide productivity parameter
and x ∈ [0, 1] a match-specific parameter. A randomly-selected fraction s ≥ 0 of jobs
break up for exogenous reasons and another randomly-selected fraction λ ≥ 0 receive a
productivity shock that moves each job’s idiosyncratic productivity to some other value
x0 ∈ [0, 1] according to the c.d.f. G(x0 | x) = G(x0). All persistence in idiosyncratic
productivities is in the arrival process λ, and at the individual level the process has no
memory.
Each one of the matches that receives a productivity shock has the option of either

continuing production at px0 or closing down. If the firm and worker decide to continue,
a new wage w(x0) is agreed and production takes place; otherwise the job is destroyed,
the worker enters unemployment and the firm gets zero payoff. If on-the-job search is
allowed the worker can search on the job whilst producing and if she finds another job
she quits to form a new job.
The workers who are unemployed, the ones who lose their jobs either because of the

exogenous process s or because they received an unacceptable productivity shock x0, and
the employed job seekers (if any) participate in matching with a measure of vacancies v,
determined by firms’ profit-maximizing decisions. The outcome is a measure m of new
job matches which can produce with maximum productivity p. Matching takes place
according to a concave constant returns aggregate matching function m(u+ e, v), where
e are the employed job seekers. Once a new job is formed the vacancy is withdrawn and
a wage w(1) agreed with the worker before production takes place.
I derive first the flows in and out of unemployment, and re-write equation (3) for

the canonical model. In this analysis I ignore on-the-job search, so the flow out of
unemployment is the matching rate which, when divided by employment, is also the
empirical job creation rate. The flow into unemployment is the sum of job destruction
and exogenous breakups.
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The matching rate is m(u, v), which is written more conveniently in terms of the
transition rate for an individual worker, m(1, v/u). I define tightness θ ≡ v/u and q(θ)

as the transition rate for a vacancy, with q0(θ) > 0, q00(θ) ≤ 0, so m(1, v/u) = θq(θ). Job
destruction is driven by a reservation productivity rule on the idiosyncratic productivity
parameter. Let R be the reservation productivity, such that existing jobs remain active
if and only if x ≥ R. In the notation of equation (3), fi = s+ λG(R) and fo = θq(θ), so
the rate of unemployment that equates the matching rate with job separations is given
by

u =
s+ λG(R)

s+ λG(R) + θq(θ)
. (6)

2.1 Job creation and job destruction

The utility function of both workers and firms is linear, but unemployed workers enjoy
some imputed income z during unemployment, which has to be given up when they take
a job. The job creation decision is initiated by an employer when he posts a vacancy,
at a flow cost c for the duration of the vacancy. In contrast, the equilibrium reservation
product, R, reflects the decisions of both parties to continue an existing employment
relationship, if necessary through redistribution of the future surplus from the job. I
assume that whatever the wage determination mechanism, no jobs that can survive
through redistribution are destroyed, namely, that job destruction does not violate joint
rationality. For a given wage determination mechanism, a search equilibrium is a pair
(R, θ) that simultaneously solves the job creation and job destruction conditions.
For the moment I invoke the existence of a wage mechanism w(x) for each job with

idiosyncratic productivity x,with non-negative first derivative (I suppress for convenience
the dependence on p and any other variable). A continuing match with productivity x

has capital value J(x) to an employer that solves the following asset pricing equation

rJ(x) = px− w(x) + λ

Z 1

R

[J(n)− J(x)]dG(n)− [λG(R) + s]J(x) (7)

where r represents the risk free interest rate and the assumption is made that a destroyed
job has zero value to the employer. The return on the capital value of an existing job-
worker match to the employer is equal to current profit plus the expected capital gain
or loss associated with the arrival of a productivity shock. Taking expected values of
(7) and denoting in general J̄ = E(J(x) | x ∈ [R, 1]), we obtain the expected value of a
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successful match,

J̄ =
px̄− w̄

r + s+ λG(R)
. (8)

A new vacancy leads to a match at maximum idiosyncratic productivity so it satisfies
the asset pricing equation

rV = −c+ q(θ)[J(1)− V ]. (9)

Vacancies are a jump variable and vacancy creation exhausts all available profits, so the
job creation condition is

V = 0. (10)

From (9) and (10) we write the job creation condition in the more convenient form

J(1) =
c

q(θ)
. (11)

From (7) and (8) we can write

J(1) =
p− w(1)− (px̄− w̄)

r + s+ λ
+ J̄ . (12)

The first term on the right shows the excess profit made by the firm in the initial period
of the match, when productivity is at its maximum. After the arrival of the first shock
the job makes on average mean profit, J̄ .
Because job destruction is a jointly rational decision we need to derive the value of

the job to both employer and worker before we can write the optimality condition. Let
S(x) be the joint surplus of a match, and let U be the value of unemployment to the
worker. The value of a vacancy to the firm is V but if the match is destroyed because
of a negative shock it is lost (so, as in the case of the firm’s payoffs, the shocks are
interpreted as productivity shocks which cannot be reversed after separation). It follows
that the total value of a match to the pair is S(x) + U + V and satisfies the Bellman
equation

r(S(x) + U + V ) = px+ λ

Z 1

R

[S(n)− S(x)]dG(n)− (s+ λG(R)) (S(x) + V ). (13)

The jointly-rational job destruction condition is

S(R) + V = 0. (14)
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The common practice in the literature is to use the Bellman equations in conjunction
with (10) and (14) to arrive at two equations in θ and R, each of which has elements
of both the job creation and job destruction rules. I take a different route here, which
is better-suited to the argument that I want to make in the remainder of the paper.
I derive an equation for θ from (10) and the Bellman equations, and one for R from
(14) and the Bellman equations, and interpret them as the “structural” equations of the
model for job creation and job destruction respectively.
From (9), (8) and (12) I obtain the explicit equation for V

[r + q(θ)]V =
q(θ)

r + s+ λ

µ
p− w(1) +

λ(1−G(R)) (px̄− w̄)

r + s+ λG(R)

¶
− c. (15)

The job creation condition is a solution for θ derived from (15) for V = 0 :

c (r + s+ λ)

q(θ)
= p− w(1) +

λ(1−G(R)) (px̄− w̄)

r + s+ λG(R)
. (16)

In order to derive the job destruction condition we need the worker’s payoffs. The
expected value of unemployment satisfies

rU = z + θq(θ)(W (1)− U), (17)

where W (1) is the value of a new job to the worker and satisfies a condition that
parallels (7), with the only difference that once the job is destroyed the worker enters
unemployment with value U . The explicit solution for U is

r + s+ λG(R) + θq(θ)

r + s+ λG(R)
rU =

θq(θ)

r + s+ λ

∙
w(1) +

λ(1−G(R))

r + s+ λG(R)
w̄

¸
+ z. (18)

The surplus from a job with idiosyncratic productivity x satisfies, S(x) = J(x) +

W (x)− V − U. We note that (13) and (14) imply

S(x) + V =
p(x−R)

r + s+ λ
∀x ∈ [R, 1], (19)

so the job destruction condition becomes,

pR+
λp

r + s+ λ

Z 1

R

(x−R)dG(x) = rU, (20)

with rU satisfying (18). Because of the assumption of joint rationality in job destruction,
the wage determination mechanism influences job destruction only through the influence
of expected mean wages on the worker’s expected payoffs from search

12



2.2 Wage determination

The canonical model assumes that wages share the surplus from the job in fixed propor-
tions at all times

W (x)− U = βS(x) ∀x ∈ [R, 1], (21)

which can be derived as the solution to a generalized Nash bargaining problem

w(x) = argmax
n
[W (x)− U ]β [S(x)− (W (x)− U)]1−β

o
. (22)

The wage equation derived from this rule is, in general,

w(x) = rU + β(px− rU − rV ), (23)

with the solutions for rU and rV given by (18) and (15). This equation makes clear
that there are three separate mechanisms through which a shock to productivity is
transmitted to wages. First, there is a direct effect that is due to the sharing assumptions,
the px term in (23); and second and third, there are indirect effects that transmit
shocks to p through changes in the reservation values of the firm and the worker. The
controversy surrounding wages centres on the role of the reservation values in wage
determination, which in the Nash wage rule have maximum impact because they define
the “threat points” of the firm and the worker.
The solution commonly found in the literature is derived from (23) by making use

of the job creation and job destruction conditions:

w(x) = (1− β)z + β(px+ cθ) ∀x ≥ R. (24)

The job creation and job destruction conditions with this wage rule can be respectively
represented by a downward-sloping and an upward-sloping curve in (R, θ) space. The
main criticism made of this wage equation is that it makes wages too responsive to the
cycle. But this conclusion is not usually reached by examining the relation between the
wage equation of the model and wage volatility over the cycle in the data, but by showing
that a less responsive wage equation can reconcile the high volatility of vacancies and
unemployment with the low volatility of productivity.
The question that primarily interest us here is whether the estimated wage equa-

tions in the literature shed light on the elasticities implicit in (23). I summarize the key
points from the econometric estimates in the next section. An issue here is whether the
estimated wage equations are of the unconstrained structural form in (23), or whether
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the estimated elasticities have implicit in them the restrictions in the other two equi-
librium conditions, V = 0 and S(R) = 0. Given that the econometric estimates are
obtained from real data, micro or macro, from economies that may temporarily be out
of equilibrium, and more importantly that the regressions include several institutional
and other variables, a comparison with the unconstrained elasticities of the model would
seem more appropriate. I will derive the elasticities implied by the model after I solve
the model numerically.

3 Solving the model

3.1 Parameters and steady-state solutions

The model has three equations in three unknowns, θ,R,w. The three equations for this
solution are (16), (20) and (24). Note that under the Nash wage equation, (20) becomes,

pR+
λp

r + s+ λ

Z 1

R

(x−R)dG(x) = z +
β

1− β
cθ. (25)

I solve the model with quarterly data.
As in Mortensen and Pissarides (1994) I assume that the idiosyncratic productivity

distribution is uniform in the range [γ, 1] :

G(x) =
x− γ

1− γ
. (26)

It follows that Z 1

R

xdG(x) =
1−R2

2(1− γ)
(27)

x̄ =
1 +R

2
(28)

The matching function is assumed to be Cobb-Douglas m = m0u
ηv1−η, with unem-

ployment elasticity η = 0.6 (see Petrongolo and Pissarides, 2001). Following common
practice, I also assume β = 0.6, which internalizes the search externalities. The job
finding rate is θq(θ) = m0θ

0.6. The sample mean for θ in 1960-2006 was 0.72, derived by
making use of JOLTS data since December 2000 and the Help-Wanted Index adjusted
to the JOLTS units of measurement before then. Shimer (2005a) reports a mean value
of the job finding rate of 1.355. I make use of these two numbers to solve for m0. The
result is m0 = 1.545.
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Given now the mean value for the job finding rate and a sample mean for the unem-
ployment rate of 0.06, I use (3) to derive a mean value for the job separation rate,

s+ λG(R) = 0.086, (29)

which implies a plausible mean job duration of 2.9 years. I identify λG(R) with worker
displacement and s with other separations that lead to entry into unemployment. Farber
(1997) reports that over a three-year period about 12% of workers experience displace-
ment, whereas the job destruction rate over a comparable period, as calculated by Davis
and Haltiwanger (1999), is 20%.With a quarterly rate of job destruction of 8− 9% and
my calculated rate of job separations of 8.6%, I use the 12/20 ratio of worker displace-
ment to job destruction to arrive at λG(R) = 0.05 and s = 0.036. With r = 0.012,

the figure used by Shimer (2005a), I obtain r + s = 0.048 as one component of the
discount rate. For λ I choose λ = 0.15, which implies that on average there is a pro-
ductivity shock every 6.7 quarters. Of course, no direct evidence can be obtained on
this frequency. What guided me in the choice of λ = 0.15 is the fact that the biggest
impact that different values of λ have is on the elasticity of separations with respect to
productivity, with lower values giving smaller elasticities. The value of λ also has an
impact on wage inequality, which is not an issue at present, but it does not influence
the elasticities of tightness and wages with respect to productivity. The number that I
chose implies a separations elasticity that is close to the figure observed in the United
States. With this assumption and (26) I obtain a value for γ

γ = 1.33R− 0.33. (30)

The average level of productivity in this economy is px̄. I assume that z/px̄ = 0.73,
as in Hall (2006) and Mortensen and Nagypal (2006), which gives

z

p
= 0.365(1 +R). (31)

There is only one other parameter that needs to be specified, the cost of maintaining
a vacancy, c. I choose the value that satisfies the zero-profit condition (16) at sample
means:

c

p
= 2.526(1−R). (32)

In order to apply these parameters and functional forms to solve the model I use the
job creation condition (16), which holds in equilibrium with Nash wages, and the job
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Table 1: Parameter values, quarterly data

Parameter value description target
r 0.012 interest rate data

s+ λG(R) 0.086 job separations prob. mean unemployment 0.06
s 0.036 exog. separations 40% of job separations
λ 0.15 shock arrival separations elasticity
γ 0.910 lower prod. support 60% of job separations
z/p 0.708 leisure Hall (2006)
c/p 0.229 vacancy cost mean θ
m0 1.545 matching fn. scale job finding probability
η 0.6 matching fn. elasticity Petrongolo-Pissarides (2001)
β 0.6 share of labor β = η (efficiency)

Data
θ 0.72 mean v/u (tightness) JOLTS, HWI

m0θ
1−η 1.355 job finding prob. Shimer (2005a)

destruction condition (20) that holds in equilibrium also with Nash wages:

pR+
λp

r + s+ λ

Z 1

R

(n−R)dG(n) = z +
β

1− β
cθ. (33)

The solution for R is R = 0.94. This value and the expressions previously given yield
the parameter values shown in Table 1. The vacancy cost flow is about three weeks of
average output. However, the vacancy cost is paid for 1/q(θ) = .53 quarters on average,
whereas the job lasts 11.6 quarters, so ignoring discounting the firm’s recruitment cost
is on average only 1% of total expected output.
Some of the model solutions at these parameter values are shown in Table 2. Wages

at low productivity levels exceed the firm’s return from production and they are be-
low the worker’s reservation wage,12 but the job is not destroyed because of its option
value. Wages appear “sticky” in relation to the job-specific productivity, with a range of
0.946−0.982 compared with a productivity range of .94−1. The percentage gain in flow
receipts when a worker accepts a job is substantial, 100(.982/.708 − 1) = 38.7%. But
the “permanent income” of employed workers is only marginally above the “permanent
income” of unemployed workers, a consequence of the assumption of infinite horizons,
short unemployment durations and uniform unemployment incidence.

12The reservation wage is conventionally defined as rU. However, given the model solutions it is a
misnomer in this case.
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Table 2: Model solutions, Nash wages

Variable description solution Variable description solution
R reservation prod. 0.940 rV value vacancy 0
x̄ mean prod. 0.970 rJ(1) value new job 0.121

w(1) max wage 0.982 rJ(x̄) value mean job 0.061
w̄ mean wage 0.964 rJ(R) value res. job 0

w(R) min wage 0.946 W (1)− U gain, new job 0.182
λG(R) job destruction 0.050 W (x̄)− U gain, mean job 0.091
rU value unempl. 0.955 W (R)− U gain, res. job 0

3.2 Elasticities

In order to compute the impact of productivity shocks on the model’s unknowns I calcu-
late the model’s solutions for a 1% higher common productivity p.13 This has two effects,
it reduces the reservation productivity and increases tightness. The former reduces the
mean value of the idiosyncratic productivity of active jobs, so the observed rise in labor
productivity is less than the 1% rise in p. This effect corresponds to a “composition”
change, but because we have assumed a λ that does not imply much inequality, our
estimates show that the mean productivity px̄ goes up by 0.96% in response to the 1%
rise in p. The higher tightness increases job creation but it also increases wages. In
Table 3 I give the solutions for p = 1.01 and the “elasticities” of each variable with
respect to common productivity p and the (endogenous) mean labor productivity px̄.

The elasticities are calculated as the log change in the variable in question divided by
the log change in either p or px̄.
The change in the productivity parameter p is the only cyclical change that I consider

in this section but of course the model is consistent with other cyclical shocks and the
observed correlations in the data indicate that there are other shocks driving the changes
in job finding and job separation rates. I compare the computed elasticities with respect
to mean productivity to the regression coefficients that would be obtained from simple
regressions of the endogenous variables on labor productivity.
The computed response of the job separation rate to productivity is close to the one

observed in the data but this correspondence is largely due to our choice of the free
parameter λ. In US data the ratio of the standard deviations of job separations and

13The computed elasticities are virtually identical for a 1% or a 2% change in p. The standard
deviation of labor productivity in the sample is 2% but this is not the same as the standard deviation
of p because of changes in the composition of jobs.
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Table 3: Impact of 1 percent higher common productivity on equilibrium outcomes

Variable description solution elasticity w.r.t. p elasticity w.r.t. px̄
R reservation prod. 0.939 −0.78 −0.82
θ tightness 0.747 3.70 3.84
x̄ mean prod. 0.970 −0.04 −

w(1) max wage 0.992 0.99 1.03
w̄ mean wage 0.973 0.96 1.00

w(R) min wage 0.955 0.94 0.98
λG(R) job destruction 0.049 −2.48 −2.58

s+ λG(R) separations 0.086 −1.44 −1.49
rU value unempl. 0.964 0.97 1.01

labor productivity is 0.075/0.020 = 3.75 and their correlation coefficient −0.524 (see
Shimer, 2005a, Table 1), which gives a partial impact of productivity of −1.96. The
model prediction of an elasticity of −1.49 with respect to mean productivity is of the
right order of magnitude.14

The elasticity that has attracted most attention in the literature is the one of tight-
ness, which drives the job creation rate and the exit from unemployment. In the canon-
ical model this is 3.84. In his original critique of the search and matching model Shimer
(2005a) finds an elasticity of 1.71. The target for this elasticity is 7.56 (and not 19.1, as
originally claimed by Shimer, which would be the case if there were no other shocks in
the model). Virtually the only reason for the difference in the two elasticities is that we
have used a bigger value for z. The bigger z has an impact because it reduces the firm’s
steady-state profit and so implies that cyclical shocks have a bigger proportional impact
on profits. When job destruction is held constant, the change of z from 0.4 (Shimer’s
number) to our 0.708 increases the elasticity in our version of the model from 1.74 to
3.53.
The results in Table 3 show that the equilibrium response of wages to productivity

shocks is very close to proportionality. This encouraged the search of alternative wage
determination mechanisms but whether it is reasonable or not depends on the data. It is
clear, however, that (a) the model can accommodate sufficient wage stickiness without
violating rationality, because of the local monopoly rents created by a job match (Hall’s,

14In the data the job destruction rate has higher variance than the employment-unemployment tran-
sition, because quitting into unemployment is procyclical. In this paper we assumed that the job
destruction rate (or more accurately, displacement) is the only cyclically-sensitive component of the
employment-unemployment transition, so the differential in the model between the cyclicality of the
job destruction rate and the overall transition is smaller than it is in the data.
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2005a, point), and (b) even small amounts of wage stickiness can make a lot of difference
to the response of job creation to productivity shocks.
Before taking a close look at the empirical evidence on wage cyclicality, I derive one

final set of elasticities from the model. These are the partial elasticities that would
appear in an estimated wage equation with p, θ and some other non-cyclical controls
on the right-hand side. I derive here the elasticities with respect to p and θ at constant
job-specific productivity x̄, so they are ones that would be estimated in individual wage
regressions. I use equation (23) for wages and (18)-(15) for the two reservation values
and compute numerically the following partial wage elasticities:15

∂ lnw

∂ ln p
= 0.6

∂ lnw

∂ ln θ
= 0.1. (34)

Translating the latter elasticity into one with respect to unemployment yields −0.28.
There is consistency between these elasticities and the “total” ones in Table 3, since

d lnw

d ln p
=

∂ lnw

∂ ln p
+

∂ lnw

∂ ln θ

d ln θ

d ln p
= 0.97, (35)

which compares favorably with the 0.96 derived directly in Table 3. I also report the
total elasticities with respect to unemployment, obtained from the model, which can be
compared directly with the econometric evidence.16:

∂ lnw

∂ lnu
= −0.36 or

∂ lnw

∂u
× 100 = −2.15 (36)

The latter number says that in the model, when cyclical unemployment is higher by a 1
percentage point cyclical wages are lower by 2.15%.

4 What do wage equations show?

The first and most influential studies of cyclical wage stickiness were based on time series
regressions derived either from single-equation or small aggregate models of the econ-

15Perhaps surprisingly, the computed elasticities turn out to be virtually identical to the ones that
can be computed directly from (24). The computed partial effects on U and V are: ∂rU/∂p = 0.55,
∂rU/∂θ = 0.14, ∂rV/∂p = 0.37, ∂rV/∂θ = −0.14.
16In order to derive the numbers in (36) I made use of the equilibrium response of unemployment to

productivity shocks, including the response due to job destruction. If instead I use the variances and
covariances given by Shimer (2005a) to compute the implied elasticity of unemployment to productivity
I obtain d lnu/d ln p = −3.88 (instead of the model’s −2.74), which implies that the wage elasticity and
semi-elasticity in (36) are −0.24 and −1.52 respectively.
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omy.17 These studies were stimulated by the controversy between Keynes, his followers
and his critics (in particular Dunlop and Tarshis) about the role of wage stickiness in the
business cycle. Their findings are mixed. Results are sensitive to the specification used
and to the sample period. Time series data before 1960 show less wage cyclicality than
data since 1970. A robust finding of these studies is that whichever way the cyclicality
of wages goes, it is not very much; i.e., wages are sticky, and may exhibit a limited
degree of pro- or counter-cyclicality depending on time period, deflator used, coverage
and other issues.
A second stimulus to the study of wage cyclicality came with the publication of Lucas

and Rapping’s (1960) paper on the intertemporal substitution hypothesis. Procyclical
wages are crucial in driving employment fluctuations in their model. Again, the predom-
inant regression used to test the model was one of time series data for the economy as a
whole or for a big fraction of it (e.g., manufacturing). Results were similar to the earlier
studies, that there is probably some, but not much cyclicality. Because these studies
used more recent data they generally find more procyclical wages than the earlier studies
did.
These time-series studies have been extremely influential in shaping the opinions of

macroeconomists about wage stickiness, giving rise to a consensus that made it into
most textbooks. But their findings are not relevant to the search and matching model.
The search and matching model draws a sharp distinction between the cyclicality of the
wages negotiated in new matches and the wages of ongoing relationships. The outcome
that matters for job creation is the share of a new match claimed by the firm. given this
share, the timing of wage payments is irrelevant (see also Shimer, 2004). But even if the
distinction between new and old matches is overlooked, the search and matching model
is concerned with the cyclicality of wages in individual matches, not the average in the
economy as a whole. In this connection there appears to be a strong counter-cyclical
bias in wages in the aggregate studies, at least during the 1970s and 1980s.18 The bias
is due mainly to the fact that low-wage, low-skill workers bear the brunt of cyclical
adjustments and so their weight in aggregate data is bigger in cyclical peaks than in

17This is not a comprehensive survey of the empirical literature but a selective discussion of results
that bear directly on the model. For good surveys of the main issues and the main empirical findings
see Brandolini (1995) and Abraham and Haltiwanger (1995). I focus on US evidence but there is also
some comparable work for other countries, with similar results. See for example Hart (2006) for Britain,
Peng and Siebert (2007) for Germany and Carneiro and Portugal (2007) for Portugal.
18See Solon, Barsky and Parker (1994) and the discussion in Abraham and Haltiwanger, (1995, section

V).
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troughs.
In view of this, the results of panel regressions of individual workers, or matches, are

more relevant to the search and matching model than the results of aggregate studies.
These results favor strong procyclicality of wages.19 Panel studies typically run a wage
log-change regression for the individuals in their panel on a set of personal characteris-
tics, such as tenure, experience and education, regional or industry dummies and time
dummies. The coefficients on the time dummies are then used in a second regression
as the dependent variable with a time trend and a cyclical indicator variable as regres-
sors. Table 4 summarizes the results of individual studies of wage behavior, focusing
on studies that draw a distinction between continuing jobs and new matches. It gives
the coefficient estimated in the second regression for the cyclical indicator, which is the
change in national unemployment. The numbers given are the annual percentage change
in wages when national unemployment falls by 1 percentage point from one year to the
next. Figure 3 shows the estimated cyclical component for wages in new and continuing
matches from Devereux’s (2001) PSID study.20

Some facts readily emerge. First, the wages of job changers are always substantially
more procyclical than the wages of job stayers. The same fact is reflected in studies
that draw a distinction between the wages of stayers and the wages of all workers. The
wages of all workers are always more procyclical than the wages of job stayers. Second,
the wages of job stayers, and even of those that remain in the same job with the same
employer (Devereux, 2001, Shin and Solon, 2006), are still mildly procyclical. The
procyclicality of job stayers’ wages appears to be mainly due to bonuses, overtime pay
and the like, but it still reflects a rise in the hourly cost of labor to the firm in cyclical
peaks.
The cyclical indicator variable used in the panel studies is usually national unem-

ployment, following the lead of Bils (1985). A consensus estimate of the coefficient in
wage regressions for job changers is close to 3, i.e., for every percentage point rise in
unemployment, the wages in new matches are lower by about 3%. Because no study
distinguishes between the wage impact of own productivity, economy-wide productivity

19As Abraham and Haltiwanger (1995) emphasize, the procyclicality of wages may vary across cyclical
episodes. The panel studies cover data from 1970 onward and the recession of the 1970s appears to
be a particularly procyclical wage episode. The discussion that follows is entirely about wages since
the late 1960s, and earlier cycles may be different. Barnichon (2006) shows that the contemporaneous
correlation between productivity shocks and unemployment changed in the early 1980s, which also
points to heterogeneity over cyclical episodes.
20I am grateful to Paul Devereux for making these data available.
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Table 4: Estimates of the cyclicality of hourly wages

Author Data Coefficient on −∆u× 100

Bils (1985)
NLSY
1966-80

all (sep whites/nonwh.)
stayers
changers

1.6/1.8
0.6/0.4
3.0/4.0

Shin (1994)
NLSY
1966-81

all (sep whites/nonwh.)
stayers
changers

1.7/1.4
1.2/0.2
2.7/3.8

Barlevi (2001)
PSID, 1968-93
NLSY, 1979-93

changers
changers

2.59
3.00

Beaudry and
DiNardo (1991)

PSID
1976-84

all, cont. u1

all, initial u2

all, min u3

0.7
0.6
2.9

Beaudry and
DiNardo (1991)

CPS
1979, 1983

all, cont. u1

all, initial u2

all, min u3

0.0
0.0
3.1

Grant (2003)
NLSY
1966-81

all, cont. u1

all, initial u2

all, min u3

2.37
0.60
2.29

Solon, Barsky and
Parker (1994)

PSID
1968-87

all men
all women
stayers, men

1.40
0.53
1.24

Devereux (2001)
PSID
1970-91

all
stayers
single job holders

1.16
0.81
0.54

Shin and
Solon (2006)

NLSY
1979-93

all
stayers
single job holders

1.37
1.17
1.13

The dependent variable is the annual change in the log of hourly earnings, obtained from the estimated
coefficients on annual time dummies in individual wage regressions. Results are for men, unless otherwise
stated. Unemployment is national unemployment in percent, except for Barlevi’s study, which uses state
unemployment. In Beaudry and DiNardo’s and Grant’s studies the results shown are from regressions
with three independent unemployment variables, as follows: 1. contemporraneous unemployment, 2.
unemployment at start of job, 3. lowest unemployment since start of job
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and labor-market tightness (even if measured only with unemployment), it is not pos-
sible to compare each one of the elasticities of the model with the empirical estimates.
However, converting both the model prediction and the empirical estimates to an over-
all impact of the cyclical component of hourly productivity on wages gives very similar
results.
A first comparison can be made between the model elasticities in (36) and the esti-

mates in Table 4. The model prediction of −2.15 for the semi-elasticity is a little below
the consensus estimate in the literature. The estimate in the literature is obtained by
regressing the coefficients on the time dummies on the change in national unemploy-
ment and a linear time trend. However, examination of the data shows that a linear
time trend is not necessarily the best approximation to the trend change. The model is
more about cyclical changes in wages and unemployment. In Figure 3 I HP-filtered the
PSID-derived data and re-ran the regression, obtaining, for job changers,

∆ logwt = 0.00 −2.92∆u
(0.65) R2 = 0.51

(37)

The coefficient estimate is very similar to the ones obtained in the literature and still
slightly above the model prediction.
The same conclusion emerges when we compare the elasticities with respect to the

model’s driving force, productivity. In the model the total elasticity of wages with
respect to productivity is about 0.96. In order to convert the estimated unemploy-
ment elasticities to productivity elasticities, I use annual observations for 1948-2006 for
the same unemployment variable as in the panel regressions, and annual observations
for the deviation of productivity from trend, to run a simple regression which yields,
∆ut/∆ ln pt−1 = −0.32. This result is remarkably robust to small changes in specifica-
tion, such as using the log-change in labor productivity instead of its deviation from HP
trend. When the sample is restricted to 1970-1993, as in the panel studies, the coefficient
goes up to−0.45. These estimates appear to confirm a stable “Okun Law” of hourly pro-
ductivity on unemployment, although usually Okun’s Law is between aggregate GDP,
which includes the change in hours, and unemployment. Applying the estimated Okun
coefficients to convert the estimated cyclical impact on the wages of job changers to a
wage-productivity elasticity we find elasticities exceeding 0.9 in the most conservative
estimates, and for the estimates over the 1970-93 period elasticities exceeding 1, in the
range 1.2 to 1.4.
Running a regression with the data in Figure 3, with dependent variable the cyclical
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component of the change in log wages and independent the cyclical component of the
change in log productivity gives an elasticity of 1.7, well above the one predicted by the
model but not significantly different from it. More interestingly, we can now estimate

∆ logwt = 0.00 +0.08∆ log θ +0.77∆ log p
(0.036) (0.66) R2 = 0.47

(38)

The estimated elasticities compare favorably with the model prediction of 0.1 and 0.6
respectively.21

Of course, the initial wage is not the only one that matters in the job creation de-
cisions of firms, although it is the main influence. But other evidence also supports
the claim that the cost of labor to the firm is procyclical.22 The wages of continually
employed workers also increase in cyclical peaks, with an estimated unemployment coef-
ficient of 1−1.5. This implies a wage-productivity elasticity of 0.3−0.5.23 Let us suppose
that workers hired in recession expect their wages in the future to respond to changes in
the state of the economy with the same elasticities as wages in current ongoing matches.
The fact that the elasticities in continuing jobs are about half of what they are in new
jobs implies that the losses suffered in recession are not immediately reversed. However,
this is only indirect evidence for this important property. More direct evidence on this
issue was provided by Beaudry and DiNardo (1991).
They ran the usual set of panel regressions with the PSID and the 1979 and 1982

Pension Supplements of the May CPS, but tried three different kinds of unemployment
rates as cyclical indicators. Contemporaneous unemployment, as in the other studies,
unemployment at the time of hire and the lowest unemployment rate during the tenure
of the job. When they ran regressions with each unemployment variable introduced
separately in the wage regressions, their results were consistent with earlier studies. But
when they nested the regressions, they found that the dominant influence was exerted by
the lowest unemployment rate during the job’s tenure. The estimated coefficient on this
variable implied a unit wage-productivity elasticity. Grant (2003) replicated their results

21More recently, and too late to fully discuss in this version of the paper, Haefke, Sonntag, and van
Rens (2007) computed a quarterly wage series from the CPS, for matches that originate from non-
employment. Although the results are still preliminary, they also show virtual proportionality between
wages and productivity.
22An issue I did not address at all is taxation. If a firm can get more tax breaks in recession, or if

overall company taxation is progressive, this gives another reason for procyclicality in labor costs.
23Blank (1990) who unlike much of the literature used the percent change in GDP as her cyclical

indicator, estimated elasticities of that order of magnitude for repeated cross-sections of the PSID or
panels derived from it.
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with a different data set, the various cohorts of the NLS, and also found the strongest
influence coming from the lowest unemployment rate since the formation of the match,
although contemporaneous unemployment was also significant in his estimates.24

This evidence is strongly supportive of the argument that outside labor-market condi-
tions exert a strong and asymmetric influence on wage negotiations, because incumbents’
wages respond to the most favorable outside labor-market conditions but do not reverse
those gains when labor-market conditions deteriorate The authors interpret this as evi-
dence in favor of long-term implicit contracts, with the firm shielding wages from adverse
outside conditions, and low mobility costs. When outside conditions improve the firm
raises wages to stop the workers form quitting.
Yet more evidence supporting the strong procyclicality of wages was found by Blanch-

flower and Oswald (1994)25 They estimated a “wage curve” for industry-aggregated
wages across a panel of 19 US manufacturing industries and found that industry prof-
its per employee exert a strong positive influence on total compensation per employee,
when controlling for industry and time effects. They interpret this finding as evidence
in favor of the bargaining model for wage determination. It implies that there is co-
movement between the cyclicality of profits and the cyclicality of wages, as in the search
and matching model, with the cyclicality in profits driving job creation.

5 Lessons for the modeling of wages

The results of panel regressions contain one clear message: the wages of workers who
change jobs during the year are about as cyclical as labor productivity but the wages
of those in ongoing jobs are about half as cyclical (in terms of the wage-productivity

24Similar results regarding the lowest past unemployment were obtained by McDonald and Worswick
(1999) for Canada and Bell, Nickell and Quintini (2002) for the United Kingdom.
25The main objective of Blanchflower and Oswald (1994) was to show that there is a “wage curve”,

a negative relation between real wages and local unemployment. Their main tests use repeated cross
sections. Although a wage curve is certainly consistent with the wage equation of the search and
matching model, I did not include their study in Table 4 because their evidence is not about hourly
wages but about annual earnings, it does not distinguish between stayers and job changers and it
does not focus on the cyclical dimension of wages. However, as David Card (1995) in his review of
Blanchflower and Oswald points out, their point estimates are consistent with the estimates of the
cyclicality literature and provide further support for cyclicality. In estimates by Card (1995, Table 3),
hourly wages in the Blanchflower and Oswald samples also exhibit cyclicality for a variety of worker
types and, importantly, the unemployment elasticity of wages doubles for workers who had more than
one employer during the previous year (when compared with the wages of workers who had the same
employer throughout the year).
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elasticity). Moreover, wages in ongoing jobs respond more to an improvement in labor
market conditions than to a deterioration.
The Nash wage equation of search models does not quite match these facts but

it matches the most important one: that in equilibrium the wages negotiated in new
matches are about as cyclical as productivity. The evidence certainly does not support
wage equations that imply so much cyclical stickiness for new matches as to provide
the answer to the unemployment volatility puzzle. As an example I take the Hall and
Milgrom (2006) wage equation, which has already been influential in this literature. In
their equation workers and firms bargain over the wage making threats that increase the
costs from prolonging the bargaining to the other side, but never threatening to quit.
Outside labor market conditions do influence the outcome of the wage bargain but only
because there is a positive probability that the productivity of the match may be lost if
negotiations last long, and both sides be thrown back to the vacancy and unemployment
pools. Given the small probability of an exogenous loss of the productive opportunity,
the impact of the outside labor market on wages is small. In numerical illustrations
the authors show that with the Nash wage equation and their choice of parameters the
wage-productivity elasticity is equal to 0.94, and it is the sum of the elasticity with
respect to own productivity, 0.5, and with respect to outside conditions, which adds the
remaining 0.44. With their credible bargaining model, the internal elasticity is again
0.526 but the external one is 0. This implication is not supported by the panel wage
regressions. Outside conditions matter, especially, as argued by Beaudry and DiNardo
(1999), when there is an improvement.
Of course, outside conditions can play a role in strategic bargaining situations. Con-

sider the following modification to the Hall and Milgrom (2006) model. Following Shaked
and Sutton (1984) and Sutton (1989), assume that during negotiations and whilst each
party is waiting for the other to make a counter offer, it is also looking for an alternative
match. This threat is credible because neither party threatens to quit into unemployment
and neither party need tell the other that they are actively searching for an alternative.
If another offer is found the party that finds it can either switch, or engage in Bertrand
competition with the existing partner. In the Shaked-Sutton (1984) model there is a
fixed period T after which one party switches to another partner if no agreement is
reached. More realistically, a party may switch to another partner with a probability
that depends on market tightness. If θ is high the worker is more likely to find a partner

26They assume the share of labor to be 0.5 rather than our 0.6, which gives their internal producitivty
elasticity, but this difference is immaterial in the Nash equilibrium.
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and switch than the firm is, for similar reasons to the ones in the canonical model. The
wage outcome in this game is one that depends on outside conditions not through the
dependence of the reservation payoffs on outside conditions, as in the canonical model,
but through the probability that an alternative match may be located during protracted
negotiations. If it is assumed that the probability that the negotiating agents locate
partners at the same frequency as the unemployed agents in the canonical model the
outcomes should be similar, although the full solutions need to be worked out to make
a statement of this kind with confidence.
In this environment, why would the wages of continuing workers not reflect outside

conditions as much as the wages of new jobs? Most likely because unattached workers
are more likely to search during negotiations to threaten the firm with abandoning
negotiations than incumbents are. In a similar vein, incumbents are more likely to
search for an alternative job when outside labor market conditions improve, whereas
firms are less likely to search for an alternative worker altogether. So good conditions
are more likely to be reflected in renegotiated wages than bad conditions are.27

Finally, I discuss a small modification of the canonical model that shifts the entire
cyclical variation in wages to the starting wage and makes the wage in the rest of the
job tenure flat, except for workers hired in recession. Suppose workers are risk averse
but firms risk neutral, for the reasons given in the implicit contract models of Azariadis
(1975) and Baily (1974).28 As argued by the implicit contract literature, the risk-neutral
firm absorbs all fluctuations in productivity as long as it is jointly rational to continue
the job. I derive the wage equation under risk aversion and quitting threats, by making
the assumption that all job destruction is exogenous. It turns out that if I focus on
job creation and the job finding rate this assumption makes no difference to the results,
when compared with the canonical model. I therefore write λ = 0 and x = 1 in the
model of section 2, and so set s = 0.083, i.e., all job separations are exogenous. I study
a market environment that fluctuates between two states, a high-productivity one and
a low-productivity one. The output flow of each match in the high state is a constant
ph and in the low state another constant pl < ph.When the economy is in the high state
the low state arrives at rate µh and when it is in the low state the high state arrives at
rate µl. Therefore, the mean duration of the high state is 1/µh and the mean duration

27See also Arozamena and Centero (2007) Building on the common argument that incumbents with
long tenures accumulate job-specific capital, they show that the cyclicality of wages should fall with
tenure.
28See also Rudanko (2006) for similar resuls.
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of the low state 1/µl, and on average over long periods of time the economy spends a
fraction of the time µl/(µh+µl) in the high state and a fraction µh/(µh+µl) in the low
state. The ratio of vacancies to unemployment jumps between a high value θh and a low
value θl according to the state of the economy, and we will focus on this variable rather
than employment or unemployment, which change more slowly towards a high or low
value when the economy makes transitions between the two states.
In the good state vacant jobs become occupied at rate q(θh), and unemployed workers

find jobs at rate θhq(θh). Similar expressions hold in the bad state. Since when the
worker is employed there are no frictions and information about the state is complete
and symmetric, we can ignore wage variations within each state as irrelevant regardless
of attitudes to risk. There are therefore a maximum of four wage rates that we need to
distinguish, (wh, w

0
h), respectively for a high-productivity and a low-productivity state,

and applying to matches formed in the good state; and (wl, w
0
l), respectively for a bad

and a good state, applying to matches formed in the bad state.
I make the extreme assumption that workers have no access to the capital market and

so hold no assets. Their consumption is always equal to their income. When they are
unemployed they receive income z from an outside agent, e.g., the government, which is
not contingent on the state of the market. Consider first the equilibrium outcome when
the firm and the worker fully commit to the job until it is destroyed by the exogenous
process s. Then, if workers derive utility u(w) from a wage w, with u0(w) > 0 and
u00(w) ≤ 0, it is easy to show that there are only two wages, wh for jobs formed in the
good state and wl < wh for wages formed in the bad state. Once a job is formed, the
wage is fixed for the tenure of the job. In this environment, the elasticity of wages in
continuing jobs with respect to cyclical productivity is zero. But wages in new matches
respond to cyclical change.
In order to compare the wage equations derived from this model with the wages of

the canonical model I compute the wages of this model in the limit, as risk aversion
vanishes. The full wage equations obtained from the model evaluated at u00(w) = 0
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are:29

wh = (1− β)z + β(ph + cθh)−
βµh

r + s+ µh + µl
[ph − pl + c(θh − θl)] (39)

wl = (1− β)z + β(pl + cθl) +
βµl

r + s+ µh + µl
[ph − pl + c(θh − θl)] (40)

If each cyclical state has sufficiently long duration, these wage equations become identical
to the wage equation of the canonical model. As the economy fluctuates between the high
and the low state, wages in new matches change in the same proportion as the change in
productivity, but wages in continuing jobs do not change at all. Giving realistic values
to the transition rates µh and µl reduces the response of both wages and tightness to
the cyclical productivity change. According to the NBER’s dating of business cycles,
the mean peacetime duration of a contraction between 1960 and 2001 was 10.7 months
and the mean peacetime duration of an expansion was 57 months.30 Given my quarterly
calculations, I set µh = 3/57 = 0.053 and µl = 3/10.7 = 0.28 and compute the following
elasticities:, defined by and similarly for θ :

log(wh/wl)

log(ph/pl)
= 0.21

log(θh/θl)

log(ph/pl)
= 2.87. (41)

The wage elasticity in particular is sensitive to the length of the cycle, because it reflects
average conditions across the two cyclical states.
Suppose now we allow workers to search on the job. The workers hired in the good

state are still paid wh throughout their tenure, as in (39), so they will never have an
incentive to quit their firm. But workers hired in the bad state will have an incentive to
quit when the good state arrives if wh > w0l. If the worker quits, the firm will re-advertise
the vacancy and when a new worker arrives it will offer wh, because the worker will have
been hired in the good state. But then the firm is worse off than if it made a counter-
offer of wh to the worker hired in the bad state to avoid the quit: the productivity flow
of the two workers is the same but in the case when the firm allows the worker to quit
it suffers a period of negative return, when the job is vacant and re-advertised.

29The derivation follows the steps of the derivations in the canonical model except that now the
economy may change state according to µh and µl. The full derivation is available on the author’s
website (to be supplied).
30The excluded “wartime” cycle is the one for December 69 to November 1973. Including it does

not alter the mean duration of recessions but lengthens the mean duration of expansions to 64 months.
The mean duration of expansions is influenced by the one very long expansion between March 1991 to
November 2001. If both this and the Vietnam expansions are excluded the mean duration of expansions
is 44.4 months.
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It follows that when the worker hired in the bad state makes a credible threat to quit
in the good state it will be to the firm’s advantage to increase her wage rate to wh. If the
firm has full information on the worker’s search activities and job contacts, the threat to
quit becomes credible when the worker finds another job, an event that arrives at rate
θhq(θh). I solve the model under the simplifying assumption that the firm offers the wh

as soon as the good state arrives. The solution derived is simpler and more transparent
than the one derived under the more realistic assumption of a counter-offer in the event
of a credible threat, with similar implications for volatility.31 The solution obtained for
the wages of those hired in the good state is as in (39) but the solution obtained for
those hired in the bad state is as in the canonical model:

wl = (1− β)z + β(ph + cθh). (42)

This wage, however, is paid only for as long as the bad state lasts, and revised to wh

when the good state arrives.
With these wage equations the relevant cyclical elasticities are

log(wh/wl)

log(ph/pl)
= 0.81

log(θh/θl)

log(ph/pl)
= 2.85. (43)

Moreover, wages in ongoing jobs now respond to an improvement in cyclical conditions
with the same elasticity if the worker was hired in the bad state, but do not respond to
the cycle if the worker was hired in the good state. These results are consistent with the
evidence on the cyclicality of wages in new matches and with the evidence of Beaudry
and DiNardo (1991) and Grant (2003). The wages of all workers reflect the best labor
market conditions in the tenure of the job, with an elasticity close to 1. The workers for
whom initial conditions still matter are the ones for whom the initial conditions are still
the best they have experienced. Initial wages are very responsive to outside conditions,
but wages in continuing jobs are on average less responsive, because only those who
are paid below the best outside offers get pay raises in the event of an improvement in
conditions.

6 What might drive fluctuations in job creation?

It follows from the preceding analysis that wage stickiness is not the answer to the
unemployment volatility puzzle, not because it cannot deliver it, but because it does
31The reason for this is that the duration of search, 1/θhq(θh) is much shorter than the duration of

the good state, 1/µl, so the wage is adjusted fast in the credible threat case too.
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not receive support from the econometric findings. Yet, even with endogenous job de-
struction, the model fails to account for about half to two thirds of the volatility in
unemployment. Where might the answer be?
A number of avenues unrelated to wage stickiness, some of which have been ex-

plored in the literature, can deliver more volatility in unemployment. First, within the
framework of the canonical model, variable search intensity, noncyclical hiring and firing
costs and nonlinear costs of posting a vacancy contribute to more volatility. Variable
search intensity intensifies the complementarities inherent in search models. When firms
open more vacancies workers search with more intensity and firms in turn open up more
vacancies.32 Hiring and firing costs reduce the profit of the firm and so increase the
percentage change in profit caused by a given percentage change in labor productivity
(Mortensen and Nagypal, 2006).
Nonlinear vacancy costs do something similar, although the empirical issue of exactly

what are these costs has not yet been tackled. In the canonical model the unit vacancy
cost is linear in the firm’s choice variables but increases with aggregate tightness because
of the congestion effect of search. Yashiv (2006) and Rotemberg (2006) give plausible
reasons for nonlinearity and show that it contributes to unemployment volatility. But
Yashiv advocates convex costs whereas Rotemberg assumes concave costs. If vacancy
costs are interpreted as advertising and interviewing costs the assumption of concave
costs is plausible. The fixed cost of placing newspaper ads or of convening interviewing
panels justify it. But convex costs through congestion are also plausible; newspapers
may offer discounts for multiple job ads but put up their mean advertising rates when
there is more demand.
The unemployment volatility that the model delivers can also be increased with

some bigger departures from the canonical model. Two of these is the introduction of
on-the-job search and the study of different types of driving forces for the cycle.
On-the-job search is empirically important but the question is, does it make much

difference to the unemployment model, or can it be neglected for the same reasons that
transitions out of the labor force are neglected, that it does not change the results much.
The latter appears to be the view taken by most theorists, with claims that the cyclical
implications for unemployment go the other way: because of congestion caused by the
entry of employed job seekers in the recovery phase, the transition out of unemployment

32This complementarity was the original motivation for Peter Diamond’s famous “coconut” model.
See Diamond (1982). For explicit applications to labor markets and business cycles see Pissarides (2000
chapter 5), Merz (1995) and Nagypal (2006)
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slows down (Pissarides, 1994). But recently Krause and Lubik (2004) and Nagypal
(2006) have shown that on-the-job search can increase the volatility of unemployment,
even with Nash wages. Krause and Lubik derive their results through the interaction
of job quality and search intensity. As in Pissarides (1994), in cyclical recoveries more
employed job seekers enter the market and the composition of jobs shifts in favor of
more productive jobs. But they also assume increased search intensity and show within
the context of a business cycle model that the response of unemployment and tightness
to cyclical shocks increases, whereas the response of wages is muted because the hiring
options of the firm increase. Put in terms of the language of the model, the tightness
measure that influences wages is the ratio of vacancies to all job seekers, and this measure
is not very responsive to the cycle.
Nagypal (2006) also argues that on-the-job search activity increases unemployment

volatility, because of heterogeneities between employed and unemployed job seekers.
The key difference between employed and unemployed job seekers in her model is that
employed job seekers have a current situation that is better than the one that unemployed
job seekers have. So if an employed job seeker is prepared to give up her current job to
accept another it must mean that she likes the new job a lot, and so is likely to have a
longer tenure in it than an unemployed job seeker is. Unemployed job seekers are more
likely to accept an offer, and this is good for job creation, but employed job seekers
are more likely to stay longer when they do accept, which is also good for job creation.
Nagypal shows that if there are job creation shocks firms prefer the employed job seekers
because they have longer time periods over which to recover the job creation costs. So,
given that in the recovery phase of the cycle more employed workers search for jobs, the
response of job vacancies to the recovery is bigger than in the canonical model.
With regard to the driving force of the cycle, the canonical model assumes that it

is a uniformly-distributed productivity shock. Mortensen and Nagypal (2006) argue
that job destruction shocks can also increase the volatility of job creation, a property
not satisfied by the canonical model. The key difference between the role of separation
shocks in Mortensen and Nagypal’s model and in the model of this paper is that in
their model the shocks are exogenous, whereas in the model of this paper they are
endogenous responses to the productivity shocks. In terms of our notation, their shocks
are exogenous changes in s, whereas ours are endogenous changes in G(R). Now, looking
at the unemployment equation (6), it is clear that as far as the volatility in unemployment
is concerned, it should not matter if the shocks are in s or in G(R). They both have
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the same impact on u. But looking at the job creation condition V = 0, the exogenous
changes in s have a large impact on V at given tightness, because they influence the
rate at which future profits are discounted. See for example (12) or (16). Mortensen
and Nagypal emphasize this channel, which has also been found important by previous
investigators, most notably Yashiv (2006). A rise in s within the plausible range has a
large impact on the discount rate because it is a big component of it. But V satisfies
the envelope property with respect to R, so endogenous changes in G(R) should have
no impact on V at given tightness, provided they are small enough. In our model this is
the case. Although the endogenous changes in the separation rate are of the same order
of magnitude as the exogenous ones used by Mortensen and Nagypal, the impact on the
elasticity of θ with respect to p in our model is minimal, and due to the fact that the
1% discrete change in p that we modeled is not “small enough”.33

The intuition behind the envelope property satisfied by endogenous job destruction
is this. Changes in endogenous job destruction have two effects on expected profits that
work in opposite directions. They change both the discount rate and the conditional
mean of expected future output. A rise in endogenous job destruction raises the discount
rate, which reduces the present-discounted value of future profits at give profit flow, but
also raises the expected profit flow because the jobs that are destroyed are in the left tail
of the productivity distribution. At the optimum point the two effects exactly cancel
each other out. Exogenous separation shocks have only the discounting effect, because
they are assumed to influence all jobs with the same probability. The additional jobs
destroyed by an increase in exogenous job destruction are a random selection from the
productivity distribution.
In view of the big difference that the modeling of separation shocks makes to optimal

job creation, it is important to have more evidence on the nature of the cyclical changes in
separation. Given their high correlation with productivity shocks it is unlikely that they
are exogenous to the changes in productivity. Given also the long-established finding in
the literature about the changing composition of jobs during the cycle, it is unlike that
the majority of job destruction changes involve random draws from the productivity
distribution. One would expect more destruction of less productive jobs when negative
cyclical shocks arrive. But a fuller decomposition of separation shocks, namely, what
fraction is due to endogenous changes in G(R) or exogenous changes in s requires more

33The endogenous job destruction in our model raises the elasticity of θ with respect to mean pro-
ductivity from 3.53 to 3.70.
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data than we have at present.34

Other types of shocks are plausible and can deliver more volatility. First, new jobs
may be subject to bigger shocks than existing jobs (see Costain and Reiter, 2005, Reiter,
2006, De Bock, 2006, Eyigungor, 2006). Of course, if all new vacancies reflect the higher
productivity, the threat point of workers in new matches adjusts to it too. But two
factors can increase the volatility of profits when new technology is embodied. First, the
size of productivity shocks hitting new jobs is bigger than appears to be from looking
at the variance of the average hourly product of labor, because existing jobs get smaller
productivity shocks. Second, as noted by Reiter (2006), the worker’s outside option
varies with the productivity of new jobs, so it is more cyclical than in the canonical
model, whereas the outside option of the firm is zero in both models. When a job is
being created the worker anticipates a cyclical threat point whereas the firm anticipates
acyclical productivity and threat point, and this increases the share of the firm in the
peak and reduces it in the trough.
Unemployment also responds more to cyclical shocks when they are not uniformly

distributed across industries. The industries that get the large positive shocks create
more jobs, but the industries that get the small positive shocks do not destroy more
jobs. The reason for the asymmetry is the monopoly rent associated with job matches.
Industries that receive smaller positive shocks in the recovery phase can afford to pay
higher wages in response to the bigger improvement of conditions elsewhere without
shutting the jobs down. The econometric evidence shows that wages in existing matches
do not rise by as much as wages in new jobs in the peak, which creates the asymmetry
between job creation in the industries that receive the large positive shocks and job
destruction in the industries that receive the small shocks.
Finally, and empirically perhaps most importantly, the cycle may be partly driven

by demand shocks. With this driving force productivity can be mildly procyclical,
wages proportional to it and profits higher by a bigger proportion. Normally demand
shocks make wages anticyclical, which would go against the evidence. However, in the
search and matching model, because wages depend also on market tightness which is
procyclical, the equilibrium wage could be procyclical. Rotemberg (2006) shows that
if the cycle is driven by shocks to the elasticity of demand the model can deliver low
procyclicality in productivity and large unemployment volatility, consistent with both

34As in Mortensen and Nagypal, the endogenous separation in our model preserves the downward-
sloping Beveridge curve, but the slope is very flat because of the small response of θ to the cycle in the
canonical version of the model.
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volatile and sticky wages. Firms in his model are large and monopolistic competitors,
and in the boom competition intensifies so output and employment expand. Braun, De
Bock and DiCerio (2006) find that there are both technology and demand shocks driving
unemployment in their VARs, and Barnichon (2006) shows that the correlations between
productivity shocks and unemployment also vary across cycles, which is consistent with
the coexistence of productivity and demand shocks. Abraham and Haltiwanger (1995)
also note that the cyclical properties of wages vary across samples, with some cycles
exhibiting more demand-side shocks and some others more supply-side shocks.35

7 Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from this paper.

1. Both the inflow and outflow rates drive the dynamics of unemployment, the inflow
rate contributing about a third to unemployment volatility and the outflow rate
the remaining two thirds.

2. If the only driving force for the cycle is a uniform productivity shock, endogenous
job destruction contributes to the volatility of unemployment. But it does not
have an impact on the job creation decisions of firms, which more or less mimic
the decisions in a model with constant job destruction. But if job destruction is
also driven by independent shocks that hit all jobs with the same probability, job
creation falls when there are more job destruction shocks.

3. Wages in the model respond to productivity shocks by an elasticity close to 0.95.
This is also more or less the elasticity estimated with panel data for new job
matches. The wage-productivity elasticity estimated for continuing jobs is lower,
in the range 0.3− 0.5, but it is irrelevant for job creation or job destruction.

4. Small modifications to the model can give the elasticities that are estimated with
panel data, with no impact on unemployment volatility. So the answer to the
unemployment volatility puzzle is not in wage stickiness.

35There is a large recent literature on price stickiness in search models that addresses itself mainly
to monetary policy and the Phillips curve which has similar implications for unemployment volatility.
Andres, Domenech and Ferri (2006) explore a SDGE version of the search and matching model with
a number of different mechanisms for the cycle and conclude that price stickiness is the most potent
cause of volatility.
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5. Although small modifications to the model can deliver more volatility with the
canonical Nash wage equation, the most promising avenues for a full explanation
are likely to be in the modeling of alternative driving forces. Demand shocks in
particular can deliver more volatility without the need to assume wage stickiness.
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Figure 2
 Percent changes in unemployment inflow and outflow 
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Figure 1
Ratios of employment, unemployment and inactivity to 

population over 16, cyclical components
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Figure 3
Cyclical wage and producitivty changes
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